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INTRODUCTION.
Business decisions are made or influenced at various levels in the customer’s organisation and their 		
operations may spread across geographies and/or channels. This complexity demands specific 			
competencies from sales teams to effectively manage business with this type of customer.
The process of managing this type of customer is called Strategic Key Account Management.
This document provides guidelines to effectively manage this process by leveraging the Plan. Grow. Do.
methodology behaviours, processes and tools.
The practices described in this document will help you better understand “what good looks like” when
managing Key Customers. By incorporating the concepts covered in this document into daily ways of working,
you will be able to better position yourself to capitalise on the opportunities that a long term relationship can
bring to the business and the customer.
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KEY ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT.
EVERY HEALTHY BUSINESS MANAGEMENT PROCESS STARTS BY SETTING
APPROPRIATE TARGETS, THEN PLANNING THE ACTIONS ACCORDINGLY TO
ACHIEVE THEM.
Once these actions are executed, the results are reviewed, decisions are made to adjust the course of the
business and your plans are updated, as appropriate. Managing your business with your Key Customers is
no exception. This process is the Key Account Management Cycle.

KEY ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT CYCLE

The main purpose behind managing your Key Customers strategically, is to maximise the total value you
can capture from your business with them, by strengthening your relationships through adding value to 		
their business as you systematically address their needs, thus building barriers for competitors.
This involves the process of:
 Understanding your customer
through effective customer profiling.

PLAN

 Developing an understanding of
their needs and buying journey.
 Defining appropriate action plans
to address these needs.
 Taking steps to ensure customer
needs are understood and actioned.
 And finally, reviewing and tracking
the progress of your performance,
so that you manage how to achieve
your business targets, while building
longer term customer relationships
and enhancing growth opportunities.
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BUILDING A KEY ACCOUNT
MANAGEMENT PLAN.
1

2

3

4

NEEDS
ASSESSMENT

OFFER
DEVELOPMENT

ACTION PLAN
AND FEEDBACK

MEASURE, REVIEW
AND ADJUST

CVP

Marketing

With Customer

Match CVP elements
with needs

Technical

Develop detailed
offer and financials

Supply

Capture account
strategy in KAP

Capture actions
and feedback

Agree actions
to deliver

Schedule

Competitive
landscape
and SWOT

Internal

Key Account
Manager

CVP = Customer Value Proposition. KAP = Key Account Plan.

Executive Sponsor

KEY ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT HELPS US TO:
 Think more strategically about customers.
 Plan longer term objectives in alignment with your company strategy.
 Gain full understanding of your customer’s vision and objectives.
 Align and leverage your whole organisation’s capabilities towards the same customer objectives.
 Everyone following the same process allows the business to form more meaningful functional relationships
between departments (think diamond not bow-tie!), ensuring you can deliver what you promise.
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HOW SHOULD YOU SELL TO YOUR
KEY CUSTOMERS?
Customers have a variety of needs and the needs for a particular customer may vary depending upon a range
of factors
The Plan. Grow. Do. sales approach enables you to uncover and identify the most important needs by working alongside the customer to identify them. This allows for personalisation and enables relevant solutions to
be presented, positioning yourself to achieve successful negotiated sales outcomes.
This approach offers several critical advantages to the company which include:
 Helping the company optimise value where the company has defined a customer as a key account.
 Creating high levels of customer loyalty.
 Creating new opportunities with existing customers.
 Opportunities to increase lifetime value and the account’s profitability.
A key account sale follows a process, selling on customer needs, not aiming for a purchase order or 		
transaction volume. Use the 5-step process below to keep yourself and your key account managers 		
disciplined and responsible for their communication with key account customers.

1

Prepare

2

Uncover
Needs
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Develop
Offer

4

Demonstrate
Value

5

Negotiate
& Close
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THE RIGHT BEHAVIOURS:
THE CHALLENGER PROFILE
In this example, where the right behaviours are the norm, the ways in which the key account manager relate to
customers are arguably the most influential factors that drive loyalty.

Drivers of Customer Loyalty
Technical services and support

0.34

Products

0.22

Logistics

0.2

Account management support

0.2

Communication

0.16
0.15

Technology leadership
Customer service centre
Marketing support
Competitive pricing

0.08
0.03
0.02
Impact on Customer Loyalty

However, research 1 shows that, in general, complex customers are liable to change their purchasing 		
behaviour as they become more informed about the market they are buying in. 57% of a buying decision
is made before your customer speaks to you. Customers are involving suppliers at a later stage of
their buying process and using more professional purchasing practices.
It is therefore vital that these behaviours are practiced, so your key account managers (KAM) become the
leading voice and the research your customer is sourcing is from your KAMs.

1 Findings documented in “Challenger Selling” report, performed by the Sales Executive Council (SEC), an independent organisation
that investigates the ways of working of world-class selling organisations.
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THE RIGHT BEHAVIOURS:
THE CHALLENGER PROFILE
Research findings also show that customer loyalty is increasingly driven by the “Sales Experience”, which is
what puts the sales people of an organisation in a key role to add differentiation from competitors.

Customers Need a Differentiated Sales Experience: Impact Customer Loyalty Drivers.
Percentage of Contribution to Customer Loyalty

REPRESENTATIVE SALES
DRIVERS OF CUSTOMER
LOYALTY:

53%

Rep offers unique, valuable
perspectives on the market.
Rep helps me navigate
alternatives.
Rep helps me avoid potential
landmines.

9%

Rep educates me on new issues
and outcomes.

19%

Supplier is easy to buy from.

19%
Company and
Brand Impact

Supplier has widespread support
across the organisation.
Product and
Service Delivery

Value-to-Price
Ratio

Sales
Experience

This, and the importance of providing insights, not just information, is referenced in the Leading Voice chapter
of the Plan. Grow. Do. sales methodology.
All of the above demands more professional sellers with a unique set of behaviours. “The Challenger” is one
of a series of profiles created by the Sales Executive Council 1, when researching what attributes made sales
people more effective in complex sales 2. It was observed that “The Challenger” profile contained the highest
percentage of high performers 3 relative to core performers in the same group. See notes below for clarity on
these results and the attributes that best describe “The Challenger” profile.
1
2

3

For more information on these profiles see the Appendix section in this document.
Complex sales are the sales you make when your final offer made to the customer involves customisation and tailoring to 		
customer-specific needs, often involving different stakeholders in the customer’s decision-making unit, before a supplier 		
is finally chosen. The same type of sale you aim to manage with your SPANCOP and Value Selling processes.
High performers are those sales reps who significantly exceed their sales targets, as opposed to core performers, who just 		
deliver theirs.
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CHALLENGER WINS:

CORE AND HIGH PERFORMERS BY PROFILE
Percentage of Core Performers

Percentage of High Performers

Percentage of Population

Higher percentage of High Performers
relative to Core Performers

Lower percentage of High Performers
relative to Core Performers

39%
26%

25%
23%

22%
15%

The Challenger

The Lone Wolf

The Hard
Worker

 Offers unique perspective
 Two-way communication skills
 Knows customer value drivers
 Can identify economic drivers
 Is comfortable discussing money
The Challenger

 Can pressure the customer

17%

14%

12%

The Problem
Solver

7%
The Relationship
Builder

Teach for differentiation

Tailor for resonance

Assert control

Source: Rep Effectiveness Diagnostic: Sales Executive Council research.

In other words, “Challengers” are far more likely to beat or exceed their targets in complex selling
environments and therefore, it is the behaviour that is more likely to succeed.
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KEY ACCOUNT PLANNING.
STEP 1: PLAN
KEY ACCOUNT PLANNING

The Key Account Management Cycle starts with a plan: a Key Account Plan.
It should capture what you want to achieve, or in other words, how you want to develop the business with
a given customer (for further details on suggested minimum content of a key account plan, refer to the
“What makes a good Key Account Plan” section).
A Key Account Plan serves as a central
reference for all those who interact with
the customer, providing alignment on
targets and strategy, thus facilitating
the coordination of the actions
implemented at customer level.
The process of developing a Key
Account Plan, led by the Key
Account Manager and capturing the
perspective of the different internal
organisations, is called Key Account
Planning. Those who provide input
from the different organisations are
represented in the Key Account’s
Core Team.
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STEP 1: PLAN
CORE TEAMS

A cross-functional approach to Key Account Planning is highly recommended to capture and leverage the
different capabilities of the different functions in the organisation (i.e. Sales, Marketing, Technical, Supply,
Finance, etc.). These cross-functional teams are Core Teams. Core Teams provide a structured and		
disciplined approach to deliver results.

WHAT IS A CORE TEAM:
 A Core Team is a cross-business customer focused Account Team that helps deliver the Plan.
 A Key Account Manager leads the team and is accountable for results. They collectively develop and
deliver the account strategy (12-36 month vision), ensuring alignment with the overall strategy for the
business. A Key Account Manager must approve and provide sign-off for the account strategy.
 All Core Team members provide input and support for offer development and action planning – 		
collectively owning the process!
 Sharing/implementing of best practices, learning and synergies.
 The overall aim for the Core Team should be to remove internal barriers and complexity, speed up
decision making and have an aligned approach between teams.

PR
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CUSTOMER FOCUSED CORE TEAM.
A JOINED UP APPROACH. ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

KEY ACCOUNT

MARKETING

Customer needs

Marketing strategy

Provides strategy

Content to support

Keeps the team connected

Analytics and insights

Responsible for outcomes

TOOLS
Key Account Plan
KPI’s
Latest Action Log

TECHNOLOGY

SUPPLY

Product development

Cost, complexity and availabilities

OEM specifications

New markets

Technology insights

Cost insights

WHY:
 A high-quality discussion with the entire Core Team elevates thinking from tactical to strategic.
 A clear, overarching strategy for the account provides clear context for more detailed account plans.
 A joined-up approach, (including Marketing, Sales Support and Technical), provides a customer 		
focussed team.
 Long term view (vs. response to tender) encourages focus on the right opportunities.
 A granular, co-created action plan that provides clarity on the what and when, and drives accountability.
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WHAT MAKES A GOOD KEY
ACCOUNT PLAN.
A Key Account Plan is the tool used to capture your strategy, to develop the business with a given customer in
one place. It provides a view for the business and the Core Team to help align with the customer.
Follow the minimum elements of information that need to be captured in a high quality key.

ACCOUNT
BACKGROUND
AND STATUS

ACCOUNT
STRATEGY,
OBJECTIVES
AND TARGETS

CUSTOMER
NEEDS / VALUE
DRIVERS
CONTACT
MATRIX

TACTICAL
ACTION PLAN

LIVE
OPPORTUNITIES
IN THE PIPELINE



Customer basics: Name of the account, parent customer group (if applicable), customer
sector, customer address and contact information.





Business potential: reference figures to total account potential in volume and profit.



Understand the customer’s business vision and strategy: brief description of customer’s
key strategic goal (this information can be extracted from customer’s website), validated
with the customer.



SWOT and PESTLE analysis: Assessment of the company’s relative position (Strengths
and Weaknesses) in relation to external factors (Opportunities and Threats) and the market
conditions (PESTLE).




Input from Core Team – how can we help the customer achieve their objectives and vision?



Business SMART objectives and targets for current year for this account.




Needs / value drivers: define what success looks like with the customer.

Customer’s relationships with the company and key competitors: brief summary.
List of customer’s different sites, including the company share of wallet, volume and 		
profit targets, main competitors, contract expiration date, next tender/contract extension
discussion date per site.

The company’s medium and long-term objectives for the account based on objectives
and vision.

Agreed and prioritised with the customer and to be documented in the Account Plan

Contact Matrix is filled with relevant contacts on both customer and company sides, clearly
mapping suggested relationship levels between them, i.e. members of Core Team within the
company know and meet frequently with counterparts on customer side.
List of planned actions and activities for current year to deliver targets. These should include
detailed information on:





Description of the activity




Where is each opportunity with this customer in SPANCOP?

Link to agreed need with the customer
Financial or quantity targets to be
delivered




Implementation date
Owners on both the company and
customer sides

• Internal support and resources required
(if applicable)

What is the next logical step to move the sale forward?
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KEY ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT.
STEP 2: EXECUTE
KEY ACCOUNT PLAN EXECUTION

Once your Key Account Plan is in place, it is time to implement the actions/initiatives that will allow you to
achieve your business targets for the account and deliver the value promised to the customer.
Usually, the complexity and scale of your business with your customer demands that actions planned for an
account are executed by teams other than the ones that originally planned them.

PLAN

REVIEW
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STEP 2: EXECUTE
Effective communication is required to drive alignment around account strategy, priorities and actions, to
ensure everything is implemented within the agreed time frame. Who is talking to who and how often will
these conversations happen?
More importantly, what is the process for ensuring effective communication of ongoing conversations with the
Core Team and stakeholders?
Use a WOPPA to help make these conversations meaningful and effective for the account delivery.
CORE TEAM (OR THOSE RESPONSIBLE FOR EXECUTION) TO BE ALIGNED ON:
 Overall business targets (volume, profit) and individual breakdown per site/region.
 Customer’s business vision and strategy.
 Current business status and expectations for the year (from – to).
 List of initiatives/actions to deliver results (including time line, resources and owners).

PLAN. GROW. DO. EFFICIENCY STRATEGY

OPPORTUNITIES
(for example)
New markets

New products

CUSTOMER
TEAM

Developing
existing
opportunities
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 Operations



 Supply



 Technical



 Sales

CORE
TEAM
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STRATEGIC ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT.
STEP 3: REVIEW
KEY ACCOUNT PLAN REVIEWS

In line with the Strategic Account Management Cycle, execution of the planned actions is to be reviewed
frequently, in order to make the best decisions to manage the delivery of results.

INTERNAL REVIEWS – WHY?

These meetings aim to assess the financial performance of the account review execution of past actions
and align the organisation for the execution of actions to be implemented in the period until next review
is scheduled.

PLAN

REVIEW

KEY
ACCOUNT
MANAGEMENT

OBJECTIVES

 Assess business performance against targets.
 Identify priorities for the period until the
next review.
 Identify clear actions and owners to address
priorities and align all teams involved.
 Identify good practices and areas for
improvement.
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EXECUTE

WHO

Account Managers, Core Team members (relevant
members of Marketing, Technical and Sales Support
and Finance teams if Core Team not in place).

WHEN

Monthly/Quarterly (depending on relevance of the
account).
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STEP 3: REVIEW
INTERNAL REVIEWS – WHAT ARE THEY?
Past: Business performance ‘Year to Date’ YTD (should not take more than 30% of
time allocated for meeting)
 Compare total customer performance against financial targets.
 Identify gaps vs. targets.

ASSESS

 Review executed initiatives/actions (i e. KPI program). Are results of the execution 		
consistent with expectations and customer/Account Manager performance? If not, why not?
Future: Pipeline vs. targets (main focus of meeting should be on the future)
 Consider targets and eventual gaps, as per business performance (above). Are there 		
enough opportunities in the pipeline to cover desired growth/gaps (refer to pipeline
metrics – maths of selling)? If not, what are the initiatives to fill the pipeline?
 Actions/activities in the Account Plan. How do they contribute to growth aspirations? 		
Are they mapped in the pipeline as opportunities?
 Identify Top 5 and Big 5 opportunities in the pipeline for the account: in which stage are
each of these?
 Think about any new opportunities for the customer’s sector in the Marketing Plan for the
next month(s).

EXECUTE

 Will actions to be agreed be delivered in time? Any other opportunities for a new customer
review or referral to be added in the pipeline?
 Consider Account Manager’s hit rates and cycle time KPIs in opportunities related to 		
the account.
• What about business churn in the account? Are you measuring it? Why have you lost 		
business?
• Are there any price or marketing pressures affecting profitability?

 Consider Account Manager’s hit rates and cycle time KPIs in opportunities related to 		
the account.
• What about business churn in the account? Are you measuring it? Why have you 			
lost business?

LEARN

• Are there any price or marketing pressures affecting profitability?
• Good practice sharing: What good practices can be shared with other teams 			
(imported or exported)?
• Recognise success by identifying those who contributed to success (Sales Support, 		
Marketing, Technical and/or others) and recognise them.
• Update the KAP with this feedback and schedule next meeting.
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STEP 3: CUSTOMER REVIEW
WHY?

These meetings aim to assess performance of your business with the customer by defining jointly what
success looks like and focusing on highlighting the value you delivered to them – quantified in £ from their
perspective, whenever possible, reinforcing the mind-share you capture in their organisation and exploring
future opportunities to develop the business.

WHEN?

 Each selected Key Account should have a quarterly business review.
 Meeting minutes covering the next quarter’s actions must be sent to the Core Team and the customer
immediately after the meeting.
 D-30: Send invitation to all participants including timing, venue and agenda, and check
participant availability.

PRIOR TO THE
MEETING
(SUGGESTED
TIME-LINE)

 D-15: Double-check participant availability and update timing, venue, agenda if needed.
 D-5: Finalise meeting details including time, venue, agenda, and participants.
 D-3: Send out Key Account Plan, WOPPA and supporting materials for the company 		
participants.
 D-1: Pre-reading and feedback.
 Present agenda for the day.
 Review actions from last meeting.
 Assess past business performance ‘Year to Date’ YTD (should not take more than 30% of
time allocated for meeting).
 Present overview of the company and cooperation history with customer (only if senior 		
participants involved for the first time in any side).

DURING THE
MEETING

 Reconnect with account objectives (this should be aligned with your key account plan,
but make sure to stand on customer’s perspective) and activities calendar, Marketing, 		
Technical and other activities/plans.
 Review executed initiatives/actions (i.e. KPI program). Include highlights and lowlights
and quantified value delivered (£).
 Review supply vs. demand performance, issues/lessons learned vs. solutions/actions.
 Discuss future upcoming initiatives (main focus of meeting should be on the future).
 Ask customer to share key insights of its business and future challenges.
 Discuss new business/projects.
 Align with customer and update action log and schedule next meeting.
 Review the customer’s next quarter’s operational activities.
 Review the customer’s next quarter’s marketing activities.
 Review the customer’s next quarter’s technical activities.

AFTER
THE MEETING

 Complete call report, update Key Account Plan in CRM, upload WOPPA/call report, 		
agenda, slides and minutes to CRM for filing and sharing.
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APPENDICES.
APPENDIX 1: THE CHALLENGER AND OTHER PROFILES

Additional information on the 5 profiles developed by SEC and their main characteristics.

FIVE SALES REP PROFILES

Challengers are far
more likely to be high
performers than any
other

The Hard Worker
(21% of sample)

 Lone Wolves can be
successful if the
environment matches
their natural style, but
regardless of success,
they pose a significant
management challenge.
 Hard Workers and
Problem Solvers are
more likely to be core
performers than high
performers.

The Challenger
(27% of sample)

Doesn’t give up
easily.

 All profiles are roughly
equal in occurrence in
the total population.
 Challengers and Lone
Wolves are more likely
to be high performers
than core performers.

Always willing to
go the extra mile.

Understands
the customer’s
business.

Self-motivated.
Interested in
feedback and
development.

The Relationship Builder
(21% of sample)

Builds strong
advocates in
customer
organisations.

Always has a
different view of
the world.

Loves to debate.
Pushes the
customer.

The Lone Wolf
(18% of sample)

Follows own
instincts.
Self-assured.
Difficult to
control.

Generous in
giving time to
help others.
Gets along with
everyone.

The Problem Solver
(14% of sample)

 The Relationship
Builder is significantly
more likely to be a core
performer than a high
performer.

Reliably responds
to internal and
external
stakeholders.
Ensures that all
problems are
solved.
Detail-orientated.

The differentiating characteristic of The Challenger, is the ability to teach the customer unique insights that are
tailored to the customer’s unique value drives, in an assertive authoritative way.
The Challenger also excels in other areas, such as product and industry knowledge, but these strengths are
not statistically significant when analysed on their own.
TEACH FOR DIFFERENTIATION
Offers unique
perspective

Two-way
communication
skill

WHY IT WORKS NOW
Defines a battle for the customer
pounds that supplier is uniquely
able to win.

TAILOR FOR RESONANCE
Knows customer
value drivers

Can identify
economic
drivers

WHY IT WORKS NOW
Restraints on spending mean more
people are involved in the sale each with their own needs.
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ASSERT CONTROL
Is comfortable
discussing
money

Can pressure
the customer

WHY IT WORKS NOW
Customer risk aversion has
made them less likely to make
decisions without pressure.
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APPENDIX 2:
FURTHER READING TO SUPPORT YOUR SALES JOURNEY.
Creating a winning sales culture:
https://plangrowdo.com/creating-a-winning-sales-culture
The extinction of the Salesasaurus Rex:
https://plangrowdo.com/the-extinction-of-salesasaurus-rex
I’m an accountant, not a marketer:
https://plangrowdo.com/im-an-accountant-not-a-marketeer/
Face to face selling is dead:
https://plangrowdo.com/face-to-face-selling-is-dead/
The B2B Migration to modern sales:
https://plangrowdo.com/the-b2b-migration-to-modern-sales/
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PLAN. GROW. DO. LTD
For more information contact us on:

info@plangrowdo.com
0114 349 9688
www.plangrowdo.com
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